
Today: Admin stuff, Art definition, 

Check your spam! Your AesDes login info may be there.

Do you know a movie that features design, engineering etc? Like
Apollo 13
A Faster Horse (about the 50th anniversary Ford Mustang)
World's Fastest Indian (motorcycle land speed record)
Steve Jobs
Hidden Figures
Imitation Game (Turing)
Beautiful Mind (brilliant janitor at MIT)
Objectified (industrial design)
Flash of Genius
Three Idiots (engr students)
Helvetica
Design Is One (about Lella and Massimo Vignelli)
Netflix series: Abstract - The Art of Design
Between the Folds (origami documentary)
Leaning into the Wind (Andy Goldsworthy documentary)

Movie Night (Monday? Friday?)

Any volunteers to run this? Set up a zoom watch party?

https://creativecommons.org/about/
Creative Commons licenses give everyone from individual creators to large institutions a 
standardized way to grant the public permission to use their creative work under copyright law. 
From the reuser’s perspective, the presence of a Creative Commons license on a copyrighted 
work answers the question, “What can I do with this work?”

The Creative Commons License Options
There are six different license types, listed from most to least permissive here:

CC BY: This license allows reusers to distribute, remix, adapt, and build upon the material in any 
medium or format, so long as attribution is given to the creator. The license allows for 
commercial use.

CC BY-SA: This license allows reusers to distribute, remix, adapt, and build upon the material in 
any medium or format, so long as attribution is given to the creator. The license allows for 
commercial use. If you remix, adapt, or build upon the material, you must license the modified 
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commercial use. If you remix, adapt, or build upon the material, you must license the modified 
material under identical terms.

CC BY-NC: This license allows reusers to distribute, remix, adapt, and build upon the material in 
any medium or format for noncommercial purposes only, and only so long as attribution is given 
to the creator.

From <https://creativecommons.org/about/cclicenses/> 

Meet Your Pod
Each person introduce yourself, your design background and why you are taking AesDes, what you 
might want to make and why. 3 minutes each person? Take notes on your podmates, to keep them 
straight when you talk next.
Grad students, identify yourselves and act as facilitators, keep time politely and encourage everybody 
to speak. Only Pod 3 has two grad students.

In Slack, sign up for the same Pod channel as your zoom room number.

https://www.google.com/search?q=artifice&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8#q=artificial

Aesthetics
Prof. Jean Hertzberg
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Forsey (Aesthetics of Design), pg 23: Formalism (Clive Bell's) is 
response to the 'demise of mimetic definitions of art'

Pg26 Clive Bell, 1881-1964: to be art, must have 'significant form', 

(

Plato hated art; can never attain truth
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Pg26 Clive Bell, 1881-1964: to be art, must have 'significant form', 
and trigger an 'aesthetic emotion' = an emotion separate from all 
others. Barrett pg125. Evokes the 'yum'. Art is defined by this 
reaction.
Forsey says defining art as possessing a (this) characteristic is to 
narrow. Don't confuse definition with evaluation.

Andy Goldsworthy = example of Formalism and upcycling

Breakout rooms: Which art theory is closest to your beliefs?
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